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Abstract—Wilderness and Protected Landscapes (WPLs) have
long been considered special areas for a variety of reasons including baseline data, impact analyses, protected zones, and other
tangible and intangible values. Another salient, and some would
argue, a more important value offered through WPLs is that of
human transformation. Accordingly, three theories have provided
the bulk of the explanatory framework regarding the connection of
WPL to human health: (1) attention restoration theory (ART), (2)
psycho-evolutionary theory (PET), and (3) intentionally designed
experiences (IDE). Transforming experiences associated with WPLs
are often strongly related to emotion, affect, and social cognitive
variables, such as developmental/therapeutic health, physical health,
self-sufficiency, and educational, spiritual, and aesthetic/creativity benefits. The relationship between these types of experiences
and transformations of attitude, beliefs, and behaviors in human
populations is presented. The Eastern religions, such as Hinduism,
Taoism, and Buddhism, and their erudite philosophers, have a long
historic link to health, spiritualism, and wilderness environments.
In response to this fact, this paper will discuss wilderness and
human transformation from both the familiar Western concepts
as well as an international (Asian) perspective on wilderness and
transformative experiences.

I’m a city person, born and raised in New York City. My
interest in outdoor environments and wilderness seems
to stem from a primordial hunger to get back to roots, to
nature, to peace and quiet… I have a deep conviction that
the source and strength of our lives is in the wilderness,
that it is a place of renewal physically and psychically . . .
The wilderness, like music, touches something universally
felt and experienced by people and perhaps has the power
to heal them and bring them together.
Sydney Fine, Wilderness Psychology
Newsletter
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Introduction_______________________
Wilderness and Protected Landscapes (WPLs) have long
been considered special areas for a variety of important
reasons, including providing ecological baseline data for
the establishment of protected zones, understanding impact
analyses, and other tangible and intangible values. Another
salient, and some would argue more important, value offered from WPLs is that of human transformation. That is,
these areas provide avenues, either through the landscape
itself or the types of activities typically engaged in there,
to change human attitudes, belief systems, and behaviors.
This paper describes the transformational process within a
wilderness context through three avenues: (1) the connection of wilderness and other undeveloped landscapes (WPLs)
to human health, (2) the development of WPLs as areas of
transformative experiences, and (3) an international (Asian)
perspective on wilderness and transformative experiences.
As an underlying framework for this discussion, health is
defined as “a state of complete physical, mental, and social
well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”
(World Health Organization 1948). Likewise, in accordance
with Curtis (2008), WPLs are considered to contain aspects
of place (e.g., location such as geographical position relative
to other places), specific and often unique attributes of that
location, and personally held and imagined characteristics
that are imbued with specific social, cultural, and intrinsic
meanings leading to a “sense of place” (Curtis 2008; Tuan
1974). Finally, transformative experiences are considered to
be those events, either planned or unplanned, that lead to
a change in an individual, either behaviorally, psychologically, or emotionally. Transformative experiences are often
accompanied by feelings of freedom, sense of harmony or
union with some higher power, absorption in the moment,
or a sense of overcoming limits or barriers associated with
an individual’s life (Williams and Harvey 2001). As will be
discussed, a number of authors suggest that WPLs serve
a critical role in facilitating both benefits to health and
the transformative experience (Laski 1961; Mitchell 1983;
Poudyal and others 2009; Pretty and others 2003).

Wilderness and Human Health________
A number of well-documented and seminal studies such
as Ulrich’s (1981, 1984) work on length of hospital stay, and
Kaplan and Kaplan’s (1989) identification of the restorative
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effects of natural settings, delineate the effects of outdoor
natural settings on both individuals and groups. WPL-based
programs and experiences within natural settings have
become increasingly employed to enhance the health and
quality of life for hard-to-reach populations such as adjudicated youth, the chronically ill, and people with disabilities.
Moreover, Ewert (2003) suggests that natural environments
such as WPLs are increasingly connected to quality of life,
wellness, and human health.
The relationship between humans and natural environments originates with humans having spent literally thousands of years adapting to natural environments, but only a
relatively limited number of generations living in urbanized
settings (Maller and others 2006). Indeed, Frumkin (2001)
suggests that if the last 2 million years of our species’ history
were scaled to a single human lifetime of 70 years, then the
first humans would not have begun to settle into villages
and towns until 8 months after their 69th birthday. Further
elucidating on this point, biologist E.O. Wilson states:
It would… be quite extraordinary to find that all learning
rules related to that world [natural environments] have been
erased in a few thousand years, even in the tiny minority of
peoples who have existed for more than one or two generations in wholly urban environments (Wilson 1993, p. 32).

Within a North American context, numerous wilderness
proponents have advocated the connection between WPLs
and the human condition. For example, John Muir thought
of wilderness as a “restorative place,” where people could
restore their mental and physical well-being (Fox 1981; Miles
1987). Contemporary writers have also made the connection between natural settings and human health including
Leopold’s ecosystem integrity (Gobster 1995), Olmstead’s
benefits to city dwellers of parks and open space (Nash 2001),
Orr’s (2004) integration of environment, education, and the
human condition, Ulrich’s (1984) connection to nature and
recuperation, and Louv’s (2005) nature deficit disorder. More
recently, Mayer and others (2009) report that after almost
three decades of study and the use of a variety of methodologies and measures, research has shown that exposure to the
natural world provides for health benefits such as decreases
in aggression and stress, and increases in positive outcomes
such as improved affect, cognitive capacity, and wellness.
Moreover, numerous studies have shown a number of
psychological and physical benefits connected with wilderness experiences (Davis 2004; R. Kaplan 1984; Miles
1987; Scherl 1989; Weinstein and others 2009). Kaplan
emphasizes the peace and simplicity of life, which allows
for reflection and may ultimately transfer back to everyday
life. Miles emphasizes the healing aspects of the wilderness
environment, encompassing not only psychological benefits
but spiritual, emotional and physical as well. More recent
literature has focused on the theoretical dimensions of psychological well-being, and its connection between natural
and WPL environments and human health (Weinstein and
others 2009).

Theories Associated with Human Health and
WPLs
Can the pursuit of these health-related benefits be what
draws so many users to the wilderness environment? Two
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theories have provided the bulk of the explanatory framework
regarding the interface between natural environments, such
as wilderness, and human health: (1) attention restoration
theory (ART) (R. Kaplan and Kaplan 1989; S. Kaplan 1995),
and (2) psycho-evolutionary theory (PET) (Ulrich 1984; Ulrich
and others 1991).
Attention Restoration Theory (ART) was first developed
by Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) and focuses on directed attention, which requires mental effort and can be fatigued
from overuse. Directed attention fatigue can lead to negative
consequences such as inability to focus, performance errors,
inability to plan, social incivility and irritability (Herzog
and Strevey 2008). Restorative settings enable the recovery
of directed attention fatigue, with natural environments
often thought to be the best example of restorative settings
(Kaplan and Kaplan 1989). In fact, studies utilizing attention restoration theory have shown better performance on
attention-demanding tasks by people exposed to natural settings (Kaplan 2001; Kaplan 1995; Taylor and others 2001).
The authors have also suggested that ART may be related
to improved self-control, reduced attention deficit disorder
(ADD) symptoms, and improved mood and memory.
Pyscho-evolutionary Theory (PET) emphasizes emotions
and how exposure to nature can reduce stress reactions. In
this case, stress is considered a physiological response to situations that threaten well-being, and stress recovery occurs
in settings that evoke interest, pleasantness and calm, such
as natural environments like WPLs (Ulrich 1984). Studies
utilizing PET suggest that nature may be therapeutic, in
part, by providing positive distractions that reduce stress
responses (Ulrich and others 1991). For example, an early
study indicated that recovery time decreased for hospital
patients following gall bladder surgery who had rooms with
natural views (Ulrich 1984).
PET is related to a third theory, the biophilia hypothesis,
that also connects human health with natural environments
(Wilson 1984). PET and biophilia both invoke humankind’s
historical relationship with the natural environment as
creating an ingrained affinity that is key to our well-being.
Related to this, biophilia was originally defined by Wilson
as “an innate tendency to affiliate with natural things”
(Kahn and Kellert 2002, p. 1). Biophilia further suggests
that contact with nature promotes well-being as well as an
increased understanding of nature, which can lead to stewardship beliefs and behaviors. Conversely, disconnections from
nature are harmful to the individual, as well as for societies
and cultures (Pretty and others 2003). In addition, Kellert
(1993 p. 42) links biophilia to quality of life in suggesting
that “the human need for nature is linked not just to the
material exploitations of the environment but also to the
influence of the natural world on our emotional, cognitive,
aesthetic and even spiritual development.”

Intentionally Designed Experiences (IDEs)
One of the major issues that arise in terms of wilderness
experiences involves the importance of simply being in the
wilderness environment versus doing structured activities
in the wilderness. Several researchers have proposed that
a major factor in the efficacy of wilderness programs is
simply being in contact with the natural environment itself
(Bardwell 1992; Mitten 1994). It has also been suggested,
141
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however, that structured programs work to “focus the power”
of nature, and that highlighting this relationship could work
to further enhance health-related outcomes (Mitten 2009).
More specifically, benefits from both PET and ART are
typically based on simply being exposed to the natural
environment (e.g., wilderness). That is, simply being in a
wilderness will create the potential for a positive connection to human health through PET and/or ART. However,
another way of enhancing the relationship between humans
and natural environments, such as WPLs, and creating
subsequent health benefits, is through the use of Intentionally Designed Experiences (IDEs) (Sheard and Golby 2006).
Similar to Mitten’s (2009) idea that wilderness programs may
serve to focus the benefits of nature, the idea of IDEs is that
programming in the natural environment can, and should
be, purposeful in its planning and implementation in order
to achieve specific benefits. In this way, wilderness-based
programs become a type of vector for the benefits imbued by
the more passive theories of the psychological and physical
benefits of nature such as ART, PET, and biophilia (fig. 1).
The type of benefits resulting from participation in an
IDE can be separated into two orders or levels. First order
benefits can be considered major outcome variables that occur
from participation in an IDE in a WPL setting and include
achievement, restoration, empowerment and resilience.
Second order benefits emerge from the occurrence of these
first order outcome variables and include benefits related
to self-systems (e.g., esteem, concept, awareness, efficacy),
stress reduction, identity formation, and social support.
The idea of the IDE posits that the purpose, type, specifics of the program, and the type of clients all impact the
outcome. The IDE is an active mechanism that, depending on its design, incorporates many of the theoretical

underpinnings of the human-nature benefit interaction
(such as ART, PET and biophilia) into a program or experience that ultimately contributes to health and/or quality
of life. Some examples of IDEs include Outward Bound,
NOLS, Wilderness Inquiry, and University-based outdoor
programs.

Wilderness as Transforming
Experiences_______________________
Theoretically, wilderness experiences may be especially
beneficial because they entail engaging with the landscape
rather than viewing it (Frumkin 2001). This immersion may
lead to a sense of “‘wilderness rapture,’ including feelings of
awe, wonder, humility, comfort in and connection to nature,
increased appreciation of others, and a feeling of renewal
and vigor” (Cumes 1998, in Frumkin 2001, p. 237). The idea
of rapture is similar to the transcendent experience, as described by Williams and Harvey (2001) in relation to forest
environments. Both of these concepts suggest a spiritual
connection that takes place within a wilderness environment.
According to Williams and Harvey, characteristics of a transcendent experience may include aspects such as a strong
positive effect, overcoming personal limits, a sense of union
with the universe, absorption in the moment, and a sense
of timelessness. Transcendence has also been identified as
a limitless experience, one that goes beyond the “essential
being” (R. Fox, 1999, p. 457).
Williams and Harvey (2001) ultimately identified six different types of forest experiences, two of which—diminutive
and deep flow—can be classified as transcendent. The diminutive experience was characterized by high fascination, high

Figure 1—Natural Environment and Human Health Outcome Model.
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novelty, low compatibility, and high levels of transcendence,
and was likely to include feelings of insignificance and humility. The deep flow experience was different in that it included
high compatibility and moderate novelty, and was likely to
be described as relaxing or creating a sense of belonging. The
other four types of experience—non-transcendent, aesthetic,
restorative-familiar, and restorative-compatibility—contain
similar characteristics as those deemed transcendent, but
could not be distinctly categorized as such.
Williams and Harvey’s (2001) work on the transcendent
forest experience is important because it provides empirical
data that links the spiritual experience with Kaplan’s (1995)
restorative environments work. Specifically, the authors posit
that the concept of fascination may be influential in both
restorative and transcendent experiences in nature. Thus,
this study not only brings additional credence to the ART
theory that has been utilized for a number of decades, but
it adds much needed theoretical and empirical knowledge to
the existing spirituality literature. Transcendent experiences
have also been related to other theories currently used to
describe the outdoor recreation experience, including flow
(Csikszentmihalyi and Csikszentmihalyi 1990), and the peak
experience (Maslow 1962).
The idea of wilderness transcendence has often been
thought of as a type of spiritual experience in wilderness,
but it may also be regarded as a transformational aspect.
One way of conceptualizing this may be to examine the
constructs of Fredrickson’s (1998, 2001) broaden-and-build
theory. Fredrickson’s model posits that negative experiences
narrow peoples’ thought-action responses, while positive
experiences broaden them. As such, new resources are built
physically, intellectually, socially, and psychologically by
these positive experiences. These new resources may facilitate coping with stress and adversity (Fredrickson and
Joiner 2002). As the idea of the transcendent experience is
built around experiencing intensely positive emotions triggered in a wilderness setting, Fredrickson’s theory helps to
explain how these experiences are then translated into the
benefits so often touted as being a result of time spent in
the wilderness.
In a similar fashion, Roggenbuck and Driver’s (2000)
taxonomy of wilderness benefits includes: developmental,
therapeutic/mental health, physical health, self-sufficiency,
independence, social identity, educational, spiritual, and
aesthetic/creativity benefits. The literature generally tends
to agree that wilderness experiences imbue benefits such as
those listed in the above taxonomy (Ewert and McAvoy 2000;
Fox 1999; Miles 1987; Scherl 1989; White and Hendee 2000).
However, the exact meaning and role of the wilderness setting with regards to the benefits and outcomes of adventure
programs remains largely unknown. Fredrickson and Joiner
(2002) propose an upward spiral of positive emotions that
lead to emotional well-being for the individual, and that
these feelings accumulate and compound over time. Thus,
the wilderness experience could be a first step in creating
these positive emotions. This is an area in need of future
investigation by wilderness researchers.
It is very possible that many of the benefits that have
resulted from IDEs are due, in part, to the wilderness
environments in which they take place. Knowing that this
is the case may allow us to more fully harness or focus the
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power of nature through intentional design. For example,
Stringer and McAvoy (1992) suggest that programs might
set aside more structured reflection time, allow for group
discussion on the spiritual nature of the experience, provide
for emotional challenge and the testing of personal limits,
teach more about the natural history of an area in which a
group is travelling, and facilitate personal connections among
group members. A greater understanding of specific types
of wilderness benefits, such as the transcendent experience,
coupled with a greater understanding of the ways in which
IDEs can help to facilitate those benefits may ultimately
result in enhanced outdoor experiences for those who
participate.
Many of the theories discussed thus far, such as ART and
PET, represent a Western perspective, and a North American
ideology of what constitutes a transformative experience in
wilderness areas and other protected lands. It is significant
to note, however, that many of the underlying frameworks
for health and restorative relationships with wilderness take
their roots from historic civilizations in the Eastern regions
of the world, primarily in Asia. Religions, such as Hinduism,
Taoism, and Buddhism, and their erudite philosophers have
a long, historic link to health, spiritualism, and wilderness
environments. The following section explores the significance
of these ancient religious tenets and their foundational connection with wilderness lands.

Asian Perspectives on WPLs and
Experiences_______________________
In Asia, people have strong connections with natural
environments and consider the human being as part of nature, not separated from it (Hayashi 2002; Plummer 2008).
Asians view the wilderness as the resource of basic energy
from the earth. The earth provides all human beings with
various materials to meet their survival, medical, aesthetic,
and spiritual needs. In this section, the belief systems of
Hinduism, Taoism, and Buddhism will be explored and
discussed regarding their influence and impact on Asians’
perspectives concerning wilderness and the transformative
experience.

Hinduism
From Hinduism’s point of view, the universe is God’s body
and a human’s relationship with the Earth is inseparable,
like that of children and their mother (Beelman 2005).
Hindu dogma teaches people that the divine is in every
aspect of nature—mountains, rivers, forest, animals, and
planets—and that nature is valued and respected (Arsene
2007). For example, Hindus believe that taking ritual baths
in the Holy Prayag River on specific days gives them great
health benefits, since the water of the river can purify their
bodies and minds. In addition, some natural places have
spiritual resonance for the Hindu people. For instance, the
Himalayas are sacred places for Hindus and they believe that
sacred places can give them spiritual energy. As suggested
by Frumkin (2003), these places [nature] seem to enhance
well-being and may even promote good health.
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Taoism
Taoism is a nature philosophy that emerged from the
reflections of Taoist thinkers’ reflections, and was inspired
by the spiritual essence of the interaction between humans
and nature. Simultaneously, they rejected the works of
civilization. Zhuang Tzu, one of the founders of Taoism,
created the notion of following the natural order of things
and withdrawing from worldly reality (Menzies 1994). Thus,
a spiritual retreat into the mountains or forests became a
practice of Taoism, and the wilderness became a place for
Taoists to develop and pursue their beliefs (Soper 1941). In
addition, other significant Taoist spiritual concepts such as
Yin/Yang, chi, and Wu Xi (the five elements: gold, wood, water,
fire, and land) also were inspired by the wilderness (Menzies
1994). These Taoist concepts have influenced Asian cultures
for thousands of years and become embedded magnificently
in the spiritual and attitudinal aspects of people’s everyday
lives. These concepts demonstrate the substantial influence
of the wilderness on the emergence of ancient Taoism and
its subsequent impact on Asians’ beliefs.

Buddhism
The Buddhists believe that life is full of pain and suffering
that result from cravings or desires. The wilderness is seen
as a path to obtain spiritual freedom and release people
from this suffering. In ancient times, monks and nuns left
their homes and lived isolated in the wilderness to pursue
their spiritual freedom and overcome their desires. Living
in a tranquil forest taught them to find peace and happiness
despite a harsh life, and to conquer their original sensual
cravings (Ramanathapillai 2009). Today, some Asian cultures
that practice Buddhism have inherited this tradition. For
example, people in Sri Lanka view the wilderness as a source
of inspiration to heal tangled minds (Alwis 1999). Also, in
Thailand, every young man is expected to be ordained as a
monk for a short period of time before getting married. These
individuals make a spiritual journey by walking into the
jungle and sitting in meditation for days. Most people who
have experienced these spiritual journeys and accomplished
their tasks, found themselves transformed into more mature
people (Hutanuwatr 1999). Hutanuwatr, a former Buddhist
monk, stated:
This primordial energy (from the wilderness) is very
vital for supporting our inner energy and harmonizing it
with universal energy. Enhance the healing, the recovery of
health, and the deep meditation (Hutanuwatr 1999, p. 35).

The influence of Buddhism on people’s spiritual health is
obviously significant. It not only leads people to pursue
peace in their minds but also impacts their attitudes and
beliefs towards their lives. If we track the essential origin
of Buddhism, we see that the core notions were stimulated
and inspired by the power of the wilderness, a place which
guides people to pursue spiritual peace.
As can be seen from the previous descriptions, the belief
systems of the Eastern religions have a stronger and more
foundational connection to wilderness than those espoused
by traditional religions of Western cultures. Transformative experiences are drawn from a personal relationship
with the natural landscape and the inner most core of the
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individual. Depending on the specific belief system, it is nature, rather than a perceived deity, that can heal “tangled”
minds and provide a forum for obtaining spiritual energy.
This enhanced spiritual energy is what moves the individual
toward greater personal development or spiritual “completeness.” These transformations can occur by simply being in
the wilderness, which resembles the notion of withdrawing
into the wilderness (Taoism), or by intentionally engaging
with wilderness such as the belief that taking a bath in the
Holy Prayag River purifies the body and mind (Hinduism),
or meditating in the jungle for personal maturation (Buddhism). In addition, we can use the Natural Environment
and Human Health Outcome Model to examine how WPL
facilitates health benefits and transformative experiences
(fig. 1).

Conclusions_______________________
This paper has explored the concept of wilderness as a
setting from which to create a transforming experience. In
support of this discussion, the Natural Environment and
Human Health Outcome Model illustrates the connection
between natural environments (e.g.,WPLs) and salient,
human health-related outcomes including sense of achievement, resilience, empowerment, and restoration. Integral
to this model is the belief that WPLs can be facilitative
in creating benefits to human health and transformative
experiences because of the long-standing connectivity of
humans to natural environments. This historic connection
is particularly evident when exploring the Eastern belief
systems, and their heavy reliance on wilderness and nature
in the transformation of an individual toward a higher level
of development and spirituality.
Attention restoration theory (ART), psycho-evolutionary
theory (PET), and biophilia are theories used to explain the
passive ways of connecting with nature. On the other hand,
intentionally designed experiences (IDEs) demonstrate the
active approaches used to enhance health-related outcomes
by engaging with WPLs. The use of IDEs augments this connection by providing structured and facilitated experiences
in WPLs that further enhance the positive outcomes from
interaction with natural environments. Similar IDEs can be
seen through an Asian cultural lense, in the purposeful acts
of retreating into wilderness, personal testing, and spiritual
cleansing rituals.
A growing body of research findings points to the importance of not only visiting the wilderness and other protected
lands but also using structured experiences to heighten this
connection to human health components. These components
of human health speak to the importance and value we currently ascribe to wilderness, its pervasive, historic significance in long-standing Eastern cultures, and to the benefits
it will continue to provide to those of future generations.
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